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I. Introductory Remarks -*-
Inflected languages, such as Latin, are noted for having more or
less free v/ord order within clauses, as syntactic relationships are held
constant by the identifying case markers attached to nominal and verbal
stems. Thus, for example, an adjective need not occur adjacent to the
noun that it modifies, so long as both are. marked for being the same
case. Ross (1969:292) gives an example of such an occurrence: Pulchram
homS amat feminam bonus 'the good man loves the beautiful woman*, in
which pulchram 'beautiful', while modifying feminam 'woman', actually
precedes hom5 'man', vjhile bonus 'good', which modifies homS 'man',
precedes feminam 'woman'. We would assume, though, that in underlying
structure the adjectives cooccur with their respective nouns, and that
there is some sort of free word order rule in operation which allows for
unrestricted movement of elements within the clause (see Ross 1969:292
for such a rule). On the other side of the coin from the inflected lan-
guages are word order languages such as English, which, as their name
suggests, determine syntactic relationships on the basis of the order
and cooccurrence of their words. In the grammar of these languages,
movement rules play an important role, as permutations in word order have
serious consequences as regards meaning. If the English equivalents
were simply plugged into the above Latin sentence, for example, then
what we would have would be 'the handsome man loves the good woman',
something quite different from the meaning implied by the case endings.
Thus, studies in English grammar in the past decade or so have called
attention to processes in the language that can be described by means
of rules like the following--all effecting the movement of some element.
v.'ithin a sentence to some other position in it: it-Extraposition (It
pleases me that John came from [it [John came] pleases me], Clefting
(What Bill broke was the window and The one v/ho broke the window was
Bill from [Bill broke the v;indow] but evidencing different presuppositions),
Pseudoclefting (It was the roirror --and not the window—that Bill broke).
Left Displacement (Bill—he broke the window--v7as playing here ), Yid-
dish movement (Happy that he came I'm not ), etc. A happy circumstance
in English is that two important structures, the information question
and the relative clause, can both be formulated by the same movement
rule, which says that a copy of the noun phrase which is to be questioned
or relativized is moved to the front of its clause and converted to
a relative pronoun; then the old occurrence of the noun phrase is de-
leted. Thus, from an underlying structure like [Bill broke SOMETHING],
the NP representing SOMETHING can be moved to the front of the clause
and relativized, producing the question What did Bill break? (other
rules obligatorily convert broke to the discontinuous did break to bring
about the necessary shape for a surface question). If a structure like
We saw the oranges occurs with another clause containing a reference
to a noun identical to one in this clause, then similar movement to the
front and relativization take place, yielding e.g. The oranges [which
we StK.w ] were fresh . It can readily be appreciated that using the same
basic characterization for r rule to handle two separate processes is
considered quite economical, as this will mean that the speaker has
only one rule, rather than two, to keep in his brain; and the very
fact of the productiveness of the rule lends credence to its assertions
concerning these processes in English.
Hindi, which displays some inflection (e.g. there is a masculin -
feminine gender system, with separate singular and plural endings, as
well; there are two cases, direct and oblique, v;ith distinctive endings)
and also marks syntactic relationships by word order (e.g. verbs are
clause-final; Hindi postpositions function very similarly to English
prepositions, except that nouns occurring with postpositions are marked
by being in the oblique case, in addition to their cooccurrence with the
postposition), lies somewhat at midpoint between these two extremes as
regards movement of elements within clauses. That is, word order is neithe:
so completely free as it is in Latin nor so severely constrained as it
is in English. Major constituents can. move around with quite a bit of
freedom. For example, a typical English transitive verb sentence has
two basic forms, one having the order Subject-Verb-Direct Object-to+
Indirect Object (e.g. I gave a_ book to Bill ) and the other having the
order Subject-Verb-Indirect Object-Direct Object (e.g. I^ gave Bill £
book), in which case the preposition to deletes. In Hindi, too, either
the direct or the indirect object can come first; but in Hindi there
is no additional marking; the postposition ko, which occurs with the
indirect object does not delete in either position: thus, m? ne Bill
ko kitab di and ^ ne kitab Bill ko dl (the ordering with indirect object
first is probably more frequent, though). When an adverb is added, the
greater freedom of movement in the Hindi clause can easily be seen.
Thus, there can be
(lo) kol irSneBill ko kitab dii (knl 'yesterday')
mS ne kdl B ill ko kitab dii
m. ne Bill ko kol kitab dii
npi ne Bill ko kitab kwl dii
For some of these the English equivalents are perfectly acceptable; for
others, not so good:
(lb) Yesterday I gave Bill the book.
?I yesterday gave Bill the book.
*I gave yesterday Bill the book.
?I gave Bill yesterday the book.
I gave Bill the book yesterday.
(Interestingly, due to the clause-final position of verbs, this last
ejcample is ungrammatical in Hindi: *nBi ne Bill ko ek kitab di- kyl.)
Because of this greater freedom of movement for consitutents, movement
rules do not figure so actively in an account of Hindi syntax as they
And
do in one of English, one reason for the doubt that Hindi relatives
ere derived by a movement rule, although Hindi relative clauses have
a shape very much like that of the English ones, with the relative pro-
noun, j_o, or one of its inflected forms, occurring clause-initially,
is that there is not the handy correspondence of the question form as
there ip in English. In the case of Hindi, information questions are
formed by substituting a ouestion pronoun in place of the item being
asked about--and leaving it in its natural position, rather than front-
ing it. Thus, such a fronting rule in Hindi grammar may look 'funny'
and out of place. The particular research v.'ith v;hich this paper is con-
cerned has to do vith this matter of what role rules of movement may
play in determining the surface shape of restrictive relative clauses
in Hindi. Before v;e get on to the data that I used to d o the generaliza-
tions that I have drawn from them, let us first look at some of the
treatments relative clauses have been given in fairly recent studies
in tr3nsformation?l-generetive grammar, first in English, and then in
Hindi.
II. About Relative Clauses
A. In English
Relative clauses in both English and Hinai are of two kinds: ap-
positive (a) and restrictive (R). Although our concern here will be mostly
with restrictive ones, ve will be saying a few things about appositive
ones, too, so it is important that the distinction be made. As its name
implies, an appositive clause is in apposition to the noun it modifies,
and it is separated from the noun by an intonation break. Appositive
relatives are used to add information to v/hat has already been said about
the particular noun. These are the relatives typically used v/ith proper
nouns
:
e.g. (2) Professor IJhiz, who had gotten his Ph.D. at the age of
tv;enty--two, rarely let anyone forget his precocity.
but they can also occur v;ith common nouns, providing the noun referred
to is anaphoric to some previous mention in the discourse:
3.g. (3) Two people came late to the party, a man and a woman.
The man, v;ho was rather timid, hesitated to join in the
conversation.
As can be seen from these examples, appositive relatives reveal some
additional fact about their referent no\ins, besides what is stated in
the main clause, which the speaker feels may be of interest to his audi-
ence or which he feels adds to the total picture he is painting.
Restrictive relatives, on the other hand, play a determining role.
Their inclusion in a sentence is not optional, something tossed in to
amuse the audience, as that of appositives is. Rather, on the basis of
his awareness of his audience fe knowledge of the situation he is describ-
ing, the speaker feels obligated to include the restrictive relative in
order to specify the noun to which he is referring. That is, as he evalu-
ates the situation, the sfieaker realizes that his audience has cognizance
of more than one member of the class to thich the relativized noun refers.
Having this realization, he includes in the sentence some bit of informa-
tion which will give the no\in unique reference. Thus, restrictive rela-
tives rarely occur with proper nouns because proper nouns usually bear
unique reference, anyway. This is not to saj' that restrictive relatives
cannot occur with proper nouns; they do, in fact, occur with them, pro-
vided that the reference of the proper no.un is not unique (cf. the
'Sandy Koufax' sentences in Postal n.d.:29). For instance, if there v;ere
two Bofesssor Whizes at some university, one in mathematics and one in
geology, then it would be proper to report, say,
(Ua) The Professor VJhiz who teaches geology went rock-hunting
over the weekend.
In fact, so long as the audience knows of both professors, the sentence
would have vague reference without the restrictive relative and would,
without a sufficient context, be inadequate; although under the circum-
stance of there being only one Professor VJhiz loiown to the audience,
the main clause alone would be fine
:
(kh) Professor VJhiz went rock-hunting over the weekend.
Note that if the audience does not know of both professors, if he knows
of only one of them then sentence (Ua) is anomalous, and a perfectly
natural response on his part would then be to ask, 'You mean there's
more than one Professor VJhiz?' Ifliat is of concern, in other words, in
the usage of a restrictive relative is neither the knowledge on the part
of the speaker, not the actual knowledge on the part of the audience,
but, rather, the speaker's assessment of the knowledge on the part of
the audience. Then, without a context to specify anaphoric reference,
the relative that occurred in sentence (3) v;ould necessarily have been
a restrictive one:
(3a) The man who was rather timid hesitated to join in the conver-
sation.
Moreover, it must be assumed that in this instance the speaker is talking
about a class of men of which one member, and only one, is considered
timid by the person to ;;hom the speaker is tall^ing--is so considered
by him, that is, in the speaker's estimation.
In English both types of relatives share o number of features, some
of which are pointed out by Postal (n.d.:l8):
(l) both end up next to another UP
(ll) both make use of wh marking of pronominal forms and the special
fronting v;ord order associated vjith this (There are differences
of course, that, etc.)
(Ill) both can be reduced to yield pronominal modifiers ...
(IV) neither can occur next to an NP which is [+Anaphoric], a feature
assigned by the rules of pronominalization to that one of two
referentially identical NP which is getting changed
. .
.
As we have seen in sentence (3), an appositive relative can occur with
an anaphoric noun. What Postal is getting at in his fourth condition,
though, is that after pronominalization, this kind of cooccurrence does
not happen:
(3b) *He, who v;as timid, hesitated to join in the conversation.
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(3c) *He who was timid hesitated to join in the conversation.
Jtoreover, he lists tests for determining which sort of relative one is
dealing with in a puzzling situation. According to him, a restrictive
relative will have the following characteristics
:
a) presence of relative pronoun that (or its substitutability
in the clause). [Thus, the boy that ^^^^ •"
*the boy, that came . .
.
]
b) impossibility of parentheticals like by the way , incidentally
[e.g. *The man who, by the way, was timid v;as afraid to
join in the conversation]
c) impossibility of quatiifiers some of which, three of which,
etc. [e.g. *The boys some of whom were late missed dinner.]
Crucial in the occurrence of a relative clause, and so basic that
it is often skipped over is the fact of there being a shared noun phrase
between the two clauses---the NP, naturally, that gets substituted for
by a relative pronoun. Carlota Smith in her early (196U) work on rela-
tives, called attention to this noun common to both clauses and made it
the condition for the embedding of a relative beneath the modified noun.
She asserts (1969:250), 'The relative transformation has no direction:
if two sentences share a noun phrase, either may be embedded to the
other as a relative clause', and then spells out a rule for relative
adjunction that specifies that it can only apply in case there is identity
between elements in the tv/o clauses (1969:251):
R relative adjunction
Structure: S^: X Y Z (R) (a) W
1 2 3 U 56
S^: X Y (R) (A) Z W
7 8 9 10 11 12
Conditions: (i) x is not null
(ii) 3+^+5=9+ 10 +11
(iii) 2 ... 5 is NP
Change: 12 3 V/h 1 2 i^ 5 6
Because of her assertion of nondirectionality, she is forced to build the
optional (R) and (A) relatives Jnto the descriptions of both strings and j
therefore gets a rather clumsy structure. Moreover, her remarks about
the nondirectionality of the relative transformation are not even true.
The nondirectionality principle would argue that there is no difference
between (3) and (3e):
(3e) The man who hesitated to Join in the conversation was rather
shy timid.
But as we have seen, the direction makes quite a bit of difference vath R
relatives. Specifically, the matter of which clause gets relativized
depends crucially on v/hich expresses the assertion (the main clause) and |
which the knowledge presupposed to be available to the audience (R relative).
A year after Miss Smith's study Chomsky took account of the shared
noun requirement by introducing the new convention of sentence-boundary
symbols (#'s). In Chomsky's view relatives are generated as S's and are
embedded below the noun they modify. Generating them as full S's permits |
use of the same rules as for main clauses and is thus economical. It can
be seen, though, that such a process could easily result in two unrelated
S's being arbitrarily yoked together by means of relative embedding.
One means of i-estriction vrauld be to have a separate rule to generate
relative clauses and constrain it to have an NP identical to one in the j
main clause. This, hovrever, would involve expensive markings (it would
have to be specified just which NP's were identical, e.g.) and the
general similarity in structure of relatives and full sentences would be
lost. The use of sentence boundaries, while somev/hst artificial, gets
around this problem. Thus, in order to avoid having horrors like
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(5) [I saw the boy [John loves Mary]]
in output structure, Chomsky recommends generating sentences with boun-
dary symbols at either end. If the lower S contains a novm identical
to the one it is embedded under, then the noun of the embedded S will
be converted into a relative pronoun and its original form will delete.
Moreover, when this occurs, the boundary symbols will also delete. 'We
can then establish the convention," Chomsky writes, 'that a well-formed
surface structure cannot contain internal occurrences of #. Such occur-
rences will indicate that certain transformations that should have applied
were blocked.' (1965:138) Thus, structures like (5) may very well be
generated, but because the identity condition is not met, they will never
get pronounced.
In her analysis Carlota Smith showed the relative clause as embed-
ded under the determiner attached to the modified noun. From the deter-
miner it would be moved to be sister-adjoined to the right of the noun.
Chomsky, too, asserts the relationship of R relatives and determiners
(1965:217, n. 26). Reasons for establishing this relationship can be
found in sentences we have already worked with. Restrictive relatives
can occur with either definite or indefinite articles; and it is only
those occurring with the definite article that have the property of
unique reference. Compare (3 with (3f):
(3f) A man who was rather timid hesitated to join in the conver-
sation.
Obviously, the the of (3) is crucial in establishing the sense
of uniqueness we have associated with the R relative. Leroy Baker
(1968:^3-^) has called attention to this property, speaking of it in terms
of the exhaustiveness of the reference:
... the condition can be stated roughly as follows: if a definite
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noun phrase with a restrictive relative is used to refer to
one or more individuals from a domain understood in the discourse,
then if X is a member of the domain and x has the property
specified in the relative clause, then x must be one of the
individuals referred to. A comparison of 3.^5) and 3.^6)
will make this condition somewhat clearer.
3.^5 John and Bill came early, and Harry and Paul came
early, too.
3.^6 @John and Bill were the ones who came early, and Har-
ry and Paul were the ones who came early, too.
[Baker uses the £ to mark semantically deviant
sentences, reserving * for those v/hich are syntac-
tically ungrammatical.]
Thus, we understand the first clause of sentence 3.'+6) as meaning that
John and Bill were the only ones who came early, and when we are told
that the set has not been exhausted, that others also came early, the
sentence becomes uninterpretable. As we shall see, determiners and
restrictive relatives are also linked in Hindi.
Before turning to Hindi, though, we must first examine another claim
about English relative clauses. This involves the relatively recent
claim by those generally associated v;ith the generative semantics school
of thought (although in this case their assertion about relatives is not
related to generative semantics) that relatives arise not from an em-
bedded source, but that in deep structure the trees for what will beoome
the main and subordinate clauses are conjoined, that is, that they are
on the same level. The first arguments for this concerned appositive
relatives and largely consisted of paraphrasing. Thus, Ross (I967)
noted that the following sentences are substitutable:
(6a) John saved Bill and he is no doctor.
(6b) John, and he is no doctor, saved Bill.
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(6c) John, who is no doctor, saved Bill.
As we have earlier mentioned, appositive relatives simply give additional
information about the noun in question, and an additional assertion about
it. With them Carlota Smits's claim of nondirectionality seems to hold;
and it is not difficult to envision that the reason for this nondirectional-
ity is that they are under lyingly coordinate; neither is subordinate
to the other.
That restrictive relatives as well come from a conjoined source
has been argued by Sandra Annear (1967) on the basis of cooccurrence
restrictions. Thus, she points out that just as one cannot say
(7a) *The singer is old and he is young,
so also
(7b) *The singer who is old is young
is ungrammatical. Since both appositive and restrictive relatives would
then come from the same source, Annear postulates that they be distin-
guished in having the rightmost S in the underlying structure become the
siirface main clause, and the leftmost a surface restrictive relative; if,
on the other hand, the leftmost S becomes the surface main clause, then
the relative, coming from the underlying rightmost S will be an appositive.
There are no strong arguaients supporting this specific ordering, hov;ever,
and it appears to be just an ad hoc method of accounting for the dif-
ferences of A and R clauses.
Neither paraphraseability nor similarity of cooccurrence restric-
a
tions provides,very substantial syntactic argument- But such syntactic
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arguments have been pointed out by Postal (n.d.) against the embedded-in
approach. One of the strongest of these involves the truth of psycho-
logical predicates such as think , believe , ect. The complement of such
a verb can contain a denial of itself; and in such a case it is inter-
preted as menaing that the subject of the main clause simply wasn't
aware of all the facts. Thus, the most natural interpretation of (8) is
that the book was burned, but Charley didn't believe that it had been,
not hearing about it, or something.
(8) Charley believes that the book which was burned was not burned.
Another interpretation exists for this sentence, though, that being that
Charley believes the whole of the complement. In this strained inter-
pretation Charley believes a denial, a structure which cannot appear
by itself on the surface:
(8a) *The book which was burned was not burned
But under the embedded-in appraoch, this is the only interpretation that
can be given the sentence, as the tree strucutre shows:
(8b)
_^. S ^
NP
"^
I VP
N V
'
.
WP
Charley believes it ' S ;
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Under the ariaiied-in analysis vhat Charley believes is necessarily the
circled S. Having pointed out this observation, Postal (n.d.:10) says.
Clearly no structural account which requires all R to originate
inside the NP they modify can possibly account for this. In
some way, at least some R must originate outside the WP they
end up in.
Leaving restrictive relatives momentarily. Postal confronts the probelm
of the nondirectionality of appositive relatives. If they come from
a conjoined source, then he hypothesizes that perhaps the clause that
becomes the main clause is simply marked [+Main], and that which will
become the relative clause is marked [-Main]. The following sentences
could then be seen as coming from the same underlying structure, then;
yet they could all be distinguished:
(9a) Charley, who is a dope, won.
(9b) Charley, who won, is a dope.
(9c) Charley won and he is a dope.
(9d) Charley is a dope and he won.
That is, in the last two sentences both clauses would be marked as [+Main],
while those of the first two would bear different markings, the main clause
in either case being +, the relative, -. The explanation is rather
mindless, of course, and does not express anything particularly deep
about the syntax or logic of the sentences; but it does acoomplish the
task of distinguishing the output forms.
A valuable contribution of Postal's paper is its recognition of
the role played by restrictive relatives in disjunction. He v;rites (n.d. :c3).
Suppose that we assume that an R modifies not a referentially
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vague NP but a vague assertion . ... I would like to suggest
that the main clause of every R is in fact a disjunction.
And the proper interpretation of the R is that it provides
information intending to pick the correct disjunct from the
set [italics his].
That is, the referent noun belongs to a set of members]__jj; the restric-
tive relative defines just v/hich member of the set is being referred to.
On this basis he then posits an underlying structure for the sentence
(lO) the elephant who was fat fell down
that looks like
[S, +Main]
/ s s
" s
[S, -Main, +Referent
i' \
X fat
elephant,
fell down
'^-^ elephantj^ fell down
elephant2 fell down
with the restrictive relative coordinate with the whole possible set
of referent nouns (Postal n.d.:'<dk). The restrictive relative then
determines which member of the set is meant.
Other syntactic arguments besides that involving psychological
predicates exist pointing out the weaknesses of the embedded-in approach
and supporting a conjunctive analsyss. Geis (l97l) has reported the
following ones among others by Ross, involving the surface appearance
of too and either
,
plus the matter of sentential pronominalization.
As concerns the first of these note that too typically appears in con-
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joined structures
:
(ll) Bill camej and Harry came, too.
but that it does not appear in noun complements (vhere there is little
doubt that there is an embedded S in underlying structxire):
(lib) *The fact that I surprised Bill surprised Mary, too.
However, too does occur with relatives:
(lie) Bill, who wanted to go to the ballgame, wanted me to go, too.
(lid) The girl that Bill sxurprised surprised him, too. .
The same arguments hold for the surface occurrence of either:
(12a) Bill didn't come, and Harry didn't, either.
(12b) *The fact that I didn't surprise Mary didn't surprise me, either.
but (12c) Bill, who didn't go to the ballgame, didn't go to the movies,
either
.
and (I2d) The girl who I didn't speak to didn't speak to me, either.
If the embedded-in analysis of relatives were right, then we would ex-
pect the behavior of relatives and noun complements to be similar, and
that of relatives and conjoined structures not necessarily to be so.
But just the reverse is the case, as we have just seen.
Another argument given be Ross for a conjunctive analysis involves sen-
tential pronominalization. Under the embedded-in analysis discontinuous
constituents could not pronominalize. Sentence (l3a) is perfectly ac-
ceptable in English, but as tree (l3b) shows, under an embedded-in analysis
there would be no node for the it to be pronominalizing.
(I3a) Max, / who never realized it (,) drank polluted vater all
,'The man'. his life.
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(13b) .,^ S ^
NP VP
NP S
^
Max ' .'' ""--^^ drank polluted water all his li
the man) .— -—
who never realized it
But with a conjunctive analysis, there is a readily available S-node
for pronominalizing:
(13c) ^^^ S _^^
S
"
~
S
Max drank polluted water all his life; Max f never realized
the man) Hhe man, ,
B. In Hinid
Turning now to Hindi relative clauses, we shall first examine the
A/R distinction and how it is manifested. Besides being distinguishable
on the basis of whether or not there is an intonation break between the
referent noun and the relative clause, A and R relatives also display
separate distribuitions. An appositive relative can occur only directly
after the noun it modifies; but a restrictive relative can occupy any
of three positions: like the appositive, it can occur directly following
the modified noun, it can precede the main clause, or it can follov/ the
main clause. Such freedom is not bought without a price, however. There
is a constraint in Hindi that says that the noun shared by the main and
the relative clauses must occur in whichever clause occurs first
(temporally first, that is, in the surface structure representation).
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The occurrence of the shared NP in the temporally second clause is then
deleted, and only a pronoun appears there. If the relative clause appears
first, then it is the distant third person pronoun V9h (or one of its
variants) which appears in the second clause; if the main clause occurs
first, then it is the relative ^ (or one of its variants) which appears
in the second clause. As in English, there is a definite tie-up between
restrictive relatives and the determiner system in Hindi. Normally
a Hindi null determiner corresponds to the English definite determiner,
the: the boy = ^ laRka . But when a main clause is followed by a restric-
tive relative, then the definite distant determiner must precede the
referent noun in the main clause. As this determiner is vesh, the same
as the third person pronoun referred to above, one step in the relativiza-
tion process in Hindi can be considered as simply deleting the noun in
3 sentence -final main clause and leaving the determiner behind as a
marker, rather than substituting a pronoun for the deleted noun. This
is probably a simpler set of rules and would represent greater economy
for the speaker.
Some of these properties just discussed are illustrated in the
following sentences
:
{ika) ram ne, jo atniir hai, ek makan khariida
Raam ivho rich is a house bought
'Ren , who is rich, hsught a house.
(ll+b) *ram ne ek makan khsriida jo 3 miir hai (crnstrainedness of
A-positioning)
'Raam bought a house, he is rich.
'
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*jo ram omiir hai us ne ek makan kh^riida
Whi
'Which Raam is rich, he bought c house.' (All right if
disjunctive; i.e. if talking about more than one person
named Raam.) The English equivalents are approximations.)
(lUc) us admii ne jo emiir hai ek mskan khsriida (freedom of
movement of R ' s
)
' that ' ' man
'
'The man \vho is rich bought a house.'
jo admii araiir hai us ne ek mskan khariida
'Which man is rich, he bought a house.'
us admii ne ek makan khariida jo amiir hai
'The man bought a house, who is rich.'
(li+d) vah kahanii bahut dilcasp thii jo kahanii us ne kahii thii
•that' 'story' 'very' 'interesting' 'was' 'which' 'he' 'told'
'The story v;hich he told was very interesting.'
jo kahanii usne kahii thii vah kal>Sfl.ii bahut dilcasp thii
'l-Jhich story he told, it vjas very interesting.
'
(obligatory deletion of identical NP from second clause)
As the English equivalents demonstrate, this kind of clause movement is
impposible in general in English, although v.'ith restrictive relatives
occurring in sentences containing intransitive verbs, such extraposition
of a restrictive relative is sometimes possible:
(l5a) A boy came to the party who was short. (* for some speakers)
As in Hindi, such extraposition is totally impossible v/ith an appositive
relative:
(15b) *Bill came to the party, \iho was short.
In their analyses of the Hindi relative clause, both Yamuna Kachru
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and Manindra Verma adopt the embedded source position^ although they
employ differenc mechanisms for the generation of relatives. Mrs. Kachru
(1966) treats the relative clause as an optional expansion of the NP,
v;hich is later embedded as the left daughter of the determiner for the
modified noun* She \7rites (1966:99),
The process of generating a complex sentence with a relative
clause is as follows
:
(i) Permute the Def. DET of the Matrix S with the Embedded S,
(ii) Delete the repeated N
She illustrates the effect of these two processes with the following trees:
(Underlying) S -.^
_^ ^
.
S
NP VP NP ^VP
DET S
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sentence-initial position: and when the modified noun is a postpositional
object, topicalization of the main clause* Additionally, if the noun
modified is preceded by an indefinite determiner, the relative clause
extraposes beyond the main clause. A relative can also be reduced, to
yield participles and adjectives. In this case, the reducad relative
v/ill precede the modified NP, and the rest of the sentence will not be
disturbed (Kachru 1970: October 29). In (Kachru I966), too, it is em-
phasized that while relatives modifying subject nouns naturally occm"
sentence-initially, they frequently do not elsev/here. Thus, we read,
'Notice that when the modified N is not the subject N, the relative clause
does not precede the modified N; rather it follows the Matrix S', and
again, this time concerning the derivation of adjectives from embedded
relatives, 'If, however, the relative clause, though containing an AP,
is not reduced, it is moved to the end of the sentence' (Kachru I966:
101, 103). (In the example given for the latter case, incidentally,
us ne ek bahut bay jhll deldii / H£ ££ £^ jhll dekhi jo bshut b^ri thi ,
the unreduced relative would extrapose, anyway, because of the indefinite
article ek preceding the modified noim.)
In contrast, Verma introduces the relative clause as itself a part
of the determinate categroy in deep structure. His prhase-structure
rules accounting for this are
Proper name + (A)
HBl3 NP - D + Noun
HB2 D -: (wh) + Determinate
) Indeterminate
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' Quantifier
' (Deictic ; + (' .uantifier
)
HB6 Determinate -^iLimiter +( Anaphoric \ + (Aggregative)
I ; Cataphoric;
HB7 Deictic -« Def + Demon + (A)
HBC Demon -^ ^ Demon ^ {
i' Demon ^ )
HB9 Anaphoric -Def + (Demon) + (R) + (a)
HBIO Cataphoric -< Def + Demong + R + (a) (Verma 1966:99)-
The Demon-i/Demonp distinction is that of proximate/distant, i.e. y h/v,vh .
Verma treats the main clause as basically coming first, as his formulation
of the relativization rule demonstrates. This transformation 'adds
the element j- and deletes the first NP of the embedded string just in
case the condition of non-distinctness is met' (1966:138). Thus,
^;ith its occurrence of the shared HP deleted, the relative clause must
necessarily extrapose, as we have already noted that the first clause
in a sentence must contain the modified NP. Verma 's trees show the effect
of his relativization transformation:
NP v^ „. NP .
D N ^ • D
'
NX\ — . \ <
deter #R# laRkaa deter R laRkaa
i I i I
#laRkaa achaa hai//" Joo achaa hai
Note that he specifies that it is the first NP of the embedded relative
that deletes under condition of identity v;ith a noun in the main clause.
If the embedded R's expand by the normal rules of S-generation, then prob-
lems are going to arise v.'hen the identical NP is in a position other than
the initial one in the embedded clause, e.g. \7hen it is a direct object.
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If Verma wishes to retain the notion of deleting the first NP of the
embedded string, then he has tv;o options. First, he can set up special
rules of R-generation to specify that the identical noun will somehow
get generated in clause-initial position, an expensive and intuitively
wrong move, or he can have o transformational rule applying before rela-
tivization v;hich would move the identical NP to clause-initial position,
from which it could then delete. But, again, this is expensive, as it
involves an unnecessary move. As soon as the noun has been identified
as having the same reference as a noun in the other clause, then it
might as well be deleted, so long as that deletion is what is desired.
Verma desires this deletion to account for getting adjectives:
If there is no fiirther deletion, the relative clause moves
to the post-noun head position. In case of further dleltion,
or in case the noun head, and not the identical NP of the em-
bedded sentence, is optionally deleted, the embedded string
stays put (Verma 1966*138).
Notice that it is suddenly possible for the noun head to optionally
delete, v;hereas no provision \i?as made for this earlier. We are not
told what the conditions are on this optional deletion of the head noun,
i.e. the modified noun, from the main clause, so it is difficult to
tell how normal Verma would consider this to be. Rather strangely, in
an earlier passage Verma implies that a sentence-initial relative is
both the normal case and that it is the normal expectation only for generics
For neutral (i.e., non-emphatic) meaning, the general tendency
in Hindi is to prepose the relative clause to the embedding
noun phrase (v/ith some minor changes) which jriexds construc-
tions like
(26) Joo loog sooyee kuttoo koo cheeRtee hai woo ...
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['which people kick sleeping dogs, they ...]
It is more so in the case of the generic implication of this
construction (1866:105).
If nonemphatics are the general case, and I would think they would be,
and if in cases of nonemphatic meaning it is most common to have a sen-
tence-initial, rather than a sentence-final, relative clause, then it
seems counter-intuitive to postulate a rule that in most instances deletes
the occurrence of the referential noun from the underlying relative clause
and thus necessitates its moving from sentence-initial position. None-
theless, as we have seen, this is what Verma does. In speaking of deriv-
ing adjectives from embedded relatives, he again emphasizes the movement
of relative clauses to a position after the noun head: 'In case there is
no deletion the whole embedded relative clause obligatorily moves to the
postnominal posttion' (1966:190). He then gives trees that demonstrate
this movement in operation:
NP -
N
i'
deter • R laRkca
) ( ,'
\ ek ;• ((a) joo teez hai ^ -
[etc. \ )(b) jisee mai jaantaa huu /
S(c) joo bhaasaa wigyan paRhtaa hai V
/(d) Joo puliis kee dwaaraa pakRaa yayaa]
WP -.
,'' deter ) N '~"^Tl
) / laRkaa
] ek f / (a) joo teez hai
^etc. \ j (b) jisee mai jaantaa huu
(c) joo bhaasaa wigyaan paRhtaa hai
(d) joo puliis kee dwaaraa pakRaa gayaa
etc.
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Note that in example (b) the deleted noun has been the direct object,
which would normally have occurred after the subject, msl ; yet it has
still been deleted, presumably by Verma's first-noun-of-embedded-string
deletion rule. Note, in addition, from example (b) that case-marking
changes have already applied in the deep structure, soemthing taken care
of in standard theory by rather late morphophonemic rules.
III. This Study
A Purpose
Because both Kachru and Verma emphasize the general nonoccurrence
of sentence-initial relative clauses, except in cases of subject NP
modification or generic meaning, and because I had noted examples of
grammatical sentences begihning with a relative modifying the main clause
object noun, one of the things I wanted to explore in this study was
v;hether or not this could regularly be done. Another purpose of my study
was to test the effect on acceptability and meaning of moving the relative
pronoun and the modified noun (or the relative determiner + noun and
the remaining demonstrative from the main clause, in the case of sentences
beginning with relative clauses) to different positions within their
clauses.
B. Method
In order to accomplish the first goal it was necessary to have the
relative clauses modifying nouns in different cases and constructions.
The ones I decided to examine were subject, direct object, indirect
object, postpositional object (under this category I included adverbial
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expressions of time and place), and possessives^ and I chose also to
see vhat happened when the corresponding noun in the relative clause vas
in these constructions, too* Because the transitive/intransitive verb
distinction would also play a role (i.e. with direct and indirect objects),
this became another variable (in the category of intransitive verbs
I included the copula, along with 'normal* intransitives such as ana
'to come'). The following matrices describe the situations set up in
my sentences
:
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Sg (+ne)
Subj. DO Poss.
51 Subj. 28 29
(+ne) DO 30 31
The (+ ne) representation above stands for the transitive/ intransitive
verb distinction; S-j_ and S^ are the main and relative clauses, respec-
tively; and the niwibers are simply the niunbers assigned to the sentences
that show these configurations. Thus, in sentence lU, for example, the
shared noun is the direct object of the main clause and the postpositional
object of the relative clause. In addition, I considered one sentence
having milna 'to meet' as the verb in both clauses, since it behaves
a bit strangely, in that v;hile it is a transitive verb, its subject
does not take ne in the past tense, and its object is marked with se.
As is obvious from the sparseness of the matrices, there are many combina-
tions that I didn't try; and the study is therefore incomplete. The
main reason for this failure was chiefly time limitations; but as it
was the question of what happens with relatives modifying different cases
in the main clauses that had stimulated the study, trying out all possible
cases in the relative clause did not seem strictly necessary. Addi-
tionally, the behavior v;as similar enough that I felt there was little
need for more material.
In addition to relativizing nouns of different cases, variables of
positioning, both of the clause consittuents, and of the clauses them-
selves, also hjd to be considered. At first I randomly moved elements
2S
around within their clauses 3 and then, ralizing that I was going to need
a system if I were to be able to make any generalizations about what
was happening, I set up the following ordering patterns. First, I rather
arbitrarily decided that the following would constitute the unmarked order
of constituents in a clause: [ (Adv. )--Subj.--(lO)~-(DO)--(Pphrase)--Verb].
Then using this, I planned to form my sentences following eight basic
patterns
:
(1) [U order ]g [J-initial]gp (J = the relative pronoun
(2) [U order ]g [U order (i.e. with J-element in natural position]sp
1
(3) [Referent initialjg [U order]g
(U) [Ref .-initialJs- [U order Jso
(5) [J-initial]s [U orderlg^
(6) [J-initial]g2 [Ref .-initialjg,
(7) [U order]s2 [U orderjgj^
(8) [U orderjg^ [Ref .-initialjS-L
Thus, there were four sentences vdth the relative clause following the
main clause (l-U) and four with it sentence-initial (5-8). Because in
some cases the relative pronoun would naturally fall in clause-initial
position, all -sentences do not actually have eight variants, hov;ever. Once
the sentences were constructed, I met with Vimala Mohan, my informant,
who then commented on the degree of acceptability of the sentences and
on any meaning shifts that occurred. The actual sentences, along with
their evaluations, are included in an appendix at the end of the paper.
(It should, be noted that although an optional adverb was stated as coming
first in the unmarked order, this is not strictly the case; in normal
Hindi sentences the subject would usually come first. However, adverbs
prepose easily enough in Hindi that this could be used as a test consition
for whether or not jo had to be clause-initial when it was in the subject
position in the relative clause. Adverbs can usually front, and we might
expect this to happen with relatives, too.)
C. Findings
1. Movement of clauses
Judgments about the acceptability of sentences have been compiled
in the table on the following page. As all of the patterns for each
sentence were not given a strict rating, the table does not contain
ratings for every pattern or every sentence. Only if a pattern was
specifically stated to be in one of the categories, best, good, accep-
table, or bad, did I place it there on the table. This should be kept
in mind when considering findings from the study.
In eight cases sentence patterns with initial relative clauses
were considered best- thirteen times main clause-initial patterns vere
preferred. On occasion Mrs. Mohan's judment on sentences would fluctuate;
and I had the feeling that at times she may have been influenced by the
English grammar, or by school-grammar imperatives. For example, when
given the patterns in sentence (l), her first reaction was that pattern 1,
TJith main clause first, was acceptable, and patterns 5 and 7, with rela-
tive clause initial, were better. On reflection, though, she decided
that all three were equally good. In cases of such fluctuation, I have
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used the final choice as being decisive; perhaps reliance on first
impressions would have been more valid. When the relative clause first
structure was preferred^ it was frequently for reasons of clarity. For
example, with its main clause first, sentence (5a) is ambiguous:
(5a-l)gay ssRsk per cslii ja rahii thii jis p9r log baiThe the
'cow' 'street' 'on' 'is going' 'which' 'on' 'people' 'are sitting*
'The cow is v/alking on the street on which the people are sitting'o]
'The cow on which the people are sitting is walking on the street.'
But this ambiguity is resolved when the relative clause is sentence-
initial because then the modified noun is necessarily specified in the
relative clause, as the noun must be mentioned in the first clause of
the sentence:
(5a-6) jis S8Rak per log baiThe the us p^r gay cylii ja r^hii thii
'which' 'street' 'on' 'people' 'are sitting' 'it' 'on' 'cow'
'is going'
'The cow is walking in the street on which the people are
sitting.
'
Thus, if ambiguity arises because it is unclear which noun is being modi-
fied by the relative clause, having the clause in initial position v/ill
immediately clarify the situation.
Linked v;ith the matter of clarity in S-initial relative clauses
is their whole role in disjunction, in uiiquely determining the identity
of the noun to which they refer. Beginning the sentence with the restric-
tive relative thus establishes the identity of the referent before the
main clause is begun, so that the audience knows from the beginning just
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i7ho or what is going to be talked about. Even though the main clause is
the real message the speaker wants to get across^ it sometimes helps to
establish the identity of the reference first, so that the intent of the
assertive main clause vdll be immediately obvious. It, on the other
hand, the main clause is given first, its impact may be weakened as the
listener shifts his attention to determining just who or what the subject
is. For example, the pi'eferred version of sentence 2k) is
(2U-6) jis IgRkii kii shadii pichle hafte huii thii
'v;hich' 'girl's' 'wedding' 'last' 'week' 'occurred'
us ke pita ne is duukan se phuul I-diariide
'her' 'father' 'this' 'shop' 'from' 'flowers' 'bought'
'The father of the girl who got married last week bought
the flowers form this shop.'
for which the English equivalent would be something like
(2lf-6a)
. 'You know the girl who got married last vjeek?--well, her
father bought the flowers from this shop.'
This leads us to another observation about beginning sentences with
restrictive relatives. This structure tends to set the theme of the
sentence, to state in advance what is important. In sentence (U), for
instance, both of the follovjing patterns are grammatical:
(^-l) p9kshii peR per baiTha tha jo nadii ke kinare par tha
'bird 'tree' 'on' 'was sitting' 'v;hich' 'river 's 'bank' 'on' 'was*
(U-6) jo peR nedii ke kinare per tha us per pekshii baiTha tha
'which' 'tree' 'river 's' 'bank' 'on' 'was' 'it' 'on' 'bird' 'was
sitting'
'The bird was sitting on the tree which was on the riverbank.
'
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I n the second the tree was felt to be the most important part of the
sentence, while the first stressed the bird, the subject of the main
clause. Thus, the attention of the listener shifts, according to what
comes first in the sentence. His mental set and perspective seem to--
well, perhaps not be fully determined by this, but at least be influenced
by it.
Sentences with initial R relatives vere not alvays considered best,
though. There were those patterns about vjhich there was said to be hardly
any difference in either acceptability or meaning (e.g. ham ne V9h kursii
dekhii jis per washingfon baiThe the 'We saw the chair on which Washington
had sat'/ jis kursii por VJashingTan baiThe the hsm ne vah dekhii 'Which
chair Washington had sat on, we sav; it'). Moreover, there were those
sentences for V7hich the preferred pattern was with main clause first.
Sentences(7^ (I5) and (2l) were all said to be clearest when begun with
their main clauses. All of these contained a possessive; in (7) in
the main clause; in (I5) and (21) in the relative. But as other sentences
with possessives did not display such preference, I doubt that there is
a valid generality here. Of these I v/ill reproduce only sentence (?)
here:
(7-I) us kisan ka paisa gayab ho goya jo shth-r me'' baukh la g-ya
'that' 'peasant's' 'money' 'disappeared' 'who' 'city' 'in'
'became confused'
'The money of the peasant v±io became confused in the city
disappeared.
'
(7-5) jo kisan sh-^hsr me baukhsla gyya uska paisa gayab ho g?ya
t
'Which peasant became confused in the city, his money disap-
peared. '
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(This sentence vms one of those in v;hich the theme was affected
by an introductory relative clause: the emphasis was given to the peasant,
rather than to the disappearance of his money when the relative occurred
first.)
The crucial matter to note, however, is that although sentence-
initial relatives were not always preferred, they were never considered
ungrammatical. Whether the referent noun in the main clause is the sub-
ject, direct object, indirect object, postpositional object, or a p6s-
sessive, still it is acceptable to use a restrictive relative to begin
the sentence* ..... --
2. Movement of constituents within clauses
The issue of most interest concerning constituent movement within
the clauses themselves was the effect, if any, of moving the relative
pronoun, jo, and the corresponding demonstrative in the main clause, vah,
from the position the noujis they replace would normally occupy in their
clauses to clause-initial position. Or perhaps this is better stated in
reverse order: the effect, if any, of moving jo and vah from clause-
initial position to the natiiral position in their clauses, as the pattern
of pronoun first, the rest of the clause follovdng is that used
for teaching relative clause formation--to nonnative_speakers, at least.
Ihot is, if the relative clause follows the main clause, students are
taught to begin the relative clause with ^j^o, referring to the shared
noun; and if the main clause follows the relative, students are taught
to begin it xdth the demonstrative reference to the shared noun. In
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initial position the relative clause again is to begin with the relative
pronoun; but I do not recall ever having been instructed that the first
NP in an initial main clause must be the referent noun.
The findings from my sentences shov/ that the most natural shapes
for the clauses are indeed those with the jo^ and v-jh in the initial posi-
tions of their respective clauses. Looking at the data of the table,
and comparing them V7ith the sentence patterns given on page 28, we
notice, for example, that patterns 2 and k, in which in a sentence-final
relative clause the relative pronoun occ\irred in natural, rather than
initial position, were never considered either best or good, although
they v;ere sometimes acceptable. Moreover, these tv;o patterns were those
most frequently considered bad. In patterns 7 and 8, when the relative
clause occurred at the beginning of the sentence, there vras greater flexi-
bility, and other constituents could precede the relative + NP more easily.
In sentence 8, even,v;hile all patterns were considered acceptable, pattern
7 v/as chosen first as being a good sentence:
(8-7) ram Jis makan me rshata hai uskii b„ttiya jagamdga rahii thii
'Ram'.' 'which' 'house' 'in' 'lives' 'its' 'lights' 'were glimmering
'Which' house Ram lives in, its lights were glimmering.
'
This shows that vshile fronting of the relative pronoun may be preferred
in most instances, it is not crucial.
There are fewer constraints, too, on the demonstrative pronoun
than on the relative. Thus, patterns 5 and 6, which differed only in
that in 5 the demonstrative occurred in its natiiral position while in
6 it v/as fronted, were considered grammatical an almost equal number of
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times. When the main clause was sentence-initial^ however^ there was
a definite preference for having the referent noun be clause-initial.
Pattern 1, which expresses this configuration, was the pattern most fre-
quently chosen as best.
The constraint on placement of the j£ and vch seems to be more a
matter of not occurring directly before the verb than of necessarily being
clause-initial. For example, sentence (10-2), with j£ just before the
verb in the second clause, and sentence (l-8), with vgh immediately
preceding the verb, were both rejected:
(10-2) *moriiz ne dcva pii .%sp;9tal me raviwar se jotha.
'patient' 'medicine' 'drank' 'hospital' 'in' 'Sunday'
'since' 'who' 'had been'
'The patient who had been in the hospital since Sunday
drank the medicine.'
(l-8) *mere pas jo laRka rshta hai mera choTa bhaii v.ih hai
'near to me' 'which' 'boy' 'lives' 'my' 'little 'brother' 'is'
'Which boy lives with me, he is my little borther.'
So long as a postposition or other element intervenes between the pronoun
and the verb, however, the sentences seem to be all right, e.g.
(^-5) jo peR n-tlii ke kinare tha pskshii u£ yar baiTha tha.
,
'which' 'tree' 'river's' 'bank' 'was' 'bird' 'if'on' 'was*
sitting'
'Which tree was on the riverbank, the bird was sitting on it.'
Recall that we noted that if the main clause comes first in a sentence,
there is a preference for placing the shared noun in clause-initial (and,
thus, sentence-initial) position. In case a reference can be ambiguous,
as in the case of sentence (5a-l) (see p. 3l)^ the relative clause is
most usually interpreted as referring to the first NP in the main clause.
As an additional example of this sort of ambiguity, consider sentence
(12-1).
(l2-l) dhobii ko us duukandar ne galii di jis kii beTi:yfaerii sjhelii hai
'washerman' 'to' 'that' 'merchant' 'insult' 'gave' 'whose*
'daughter' 'my' 'friend' 'is'
'The merchant whos^^daughter is my friend insulted the
washerman.
'
VJhen I constructed this sentence, I intended for it to have the meaning
given in the gloss. Hov;ever, Mrs. Mohan told me that this was a forced
reading, that the daughter was naturally interpreted as being the W3 Sher-
man's—despite the fact the dhobii 'v;asherman' has no demonstrative oc-
curring before it, while us_ 'that' precedes duul:andar 'merchant', a cir-
cumstance which, considering the link between demonstratives and the
relative, we would expect to condition the intended interpretation.
Since relatives usually apply to the first NP of the S, I v/as ini-
tially surprised that in sentence (26-l) the relative clause could not
be interpreted as applying to Ram ;
(2611) ram us admii ke sath bazar gaya jis ne spnii pgtnii ke
'Ram' 'that' 'man' 'with' 'bazaar ' 'i/enf'w o' 'his own' 'wi '
liye ek saRii Idiariidii
'for' 'one' 'sari' 'bought'
'Ram went to the bazaar with the man who bouc'T^ a sari
for his wife.
'
*'Ram, who bought a sari for his v/ife,went to tir: '.'c.Laa.r
with the man.
This, however, is due to the constraint we earlier noted on appositive
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•which' 'peasant's' 'money' 'was stolen' 'him' 'about' 'I' 'heard'
'lAfhich peasant^^s money was stolen, I heard'abcut him;'
While the above is one of the readings for the sentence, I learned that
the us of the main clause can also be interpreted as 'it', in addition
to 'him', thus meaning thet the reference is to the whole incident expressed
by the preceding relative clause.
When constructing them, I had anticipated that sentences I made up
with a possessive shape NP ka MP in the main clause would also be am-
biguous, as there would be two nouns to which the relative clause could
refer. For example, I expected that there would be two readings for
(22-1), one in which the girl was interpreted rs having come, and
one in vjhich it was the sister who had come.
(22-1) us l^kii kii bahsn am kha rahii hai jo kal yaha aii.
'that' 'girl's ' 'sister' 'mango' 'is eating' 'who* yesterday'
'here' 'came'
'The sister of the girl who came here yesterday is eating
the mango.
'
*The girl's sister, who came here yesterday, is eating the
mango.
'
But in actuality there is Just the single interpretation with the relative
attaching to the possessor noun. At first this may seem puzzling, as
in sentence (l2-l) the interpretation linking the relative with the
second-occurring noun could at least be forced. Besides this, in English
the whole process of referring in a relative clause to a possessive noun
is a bit av;kward: the possession has to be expressed by the MP of NP
construction, rather than the simpler -'s marker (both *the girl's v)ho
came here yesterday sister and *the girl's sister \jho came here yesterday
are ungrammaticsl if the relative is to refer to the girl ). Thus, if
anything, I would have expected that the natural reading would be to refer
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the possessed NP with the relative clause. That this does not happen,
though, is fairly easily explainable, since, as with Ram in sentence
(26-I), the possessed NP is considered specific j and the preceding NP-
ka is read as a definite determiner. Thus, any relative referring to
the possessed NP would be appositive, rather than restrictive, and could
only occur immediately after the modified noun. If in the above sen-
tence the relative clause is to be interpreted as referring to bahan
'sister', then behan must be preceded by the demonstrative V9h . sig-
nalling that it is in a catophoric expression and that a restrictive
relative is following.
D. Theoretical implications
Note from the table that while the main clause-first construction
was considered best in thirteen cases and the jo-clause-first best in
eight, the initial relative clause ranked in the 'good' category thirty-
one times, while the initial main clause formation was judged to be 'good'
in only thirteen cases. In terms of numbers alone, these figures can
support Kaohru's claim versus that of Verma, I think, that sentence-
initial position for the relative is basic. Moreover, recall that we
found that no matter what case the modified noun happened to be in, it
was never ungrammatical to begin the sentence with a relative clause in
reference to it. This suggests that whatever sort of rule one has for
moving the relative clause (or the main clause) to another position in
the sentence, it must be optional, rather than obligqtory.
Notice that in the preceding sentence I used the phrase 'whatever
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sort of rule one has', rather than saying that the rule for either
extraposing the relative or for topicalizing the main clause must be
optional. This is because while the figures support a relative clause-
initial analysis, I do not feel that such an interpretation is always
necessary. In particular, I feel the conjunctive source analysis has
more to offer than one which derives the relative clause from a position
embedded beneath a matrix S, In the sentences v;e have
-exanlihed there
is a strong piece of evidence for this. Recall that in sentence (20-6)
the us of the sentence-final main clause can refer either to the peasant or
to the incident:
(20-6) jis kisan ka paisa curaya g-:*ya tha us ke bare me" mai ne suna
'Which peasant's money was stolen, I heard about ., .'
Under the embedding analysis, however, such ambiguity cannot be accounted
for 3 there is no way for the demonstrative to refer to the whole of the
relative clause; its reference can only be to the peasant. Let us
see why this v/ould be so by examining a hypothetical tree structure
for the sentence.
A""-
(20-6a)
_
-' S -
NP
"
^^Pred-P
Pron 'NP VP Aux
mal(ne) Det' / N PP V
^
s
I
I I
^--
''
~s^ kisan ke bare me suna
NP Pred-P
! / "-..
N VP Aux
' / "^
koi NP V
(kisjj^-ii^J ' \
I
Det S N curana
/ \ '/ \ paisa
NP Pred-P
I i
N VP
paisa P-Phrase V
NP PP
/ \ [+Poss]
J N
I
kisan
In order for the S to be pronominalized, it v/ould need to be the daughter
of a higher NP, ie. to be in an it-S structure. But is is hard to see
hou the rules could allow for any such higher abstract NP, v;hen the rela-
tive is already considered a sister of the noun it is modifying. The
postulated structure would look something like (20-6b), I suppose:
(20-6b)
.
NP
Det"
i
"^--^
NP ~" N
Det S _W
j+PRO j
l+ABSTRACT I
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So how, one might ask, does a conjunctive source analysis solve the
problem? Even if the source is like that of (20-6c), there is still no
higher NP to pronominalize. ^^.,.,--''^
,
'"^--^^
(20-6c) S- and ""^"^S
This is true—but the performative analysis saves the day. The performa-
tive analysis involves the claim that above every declarative sentence
there is a structure having a form like I declare to you that S .
Consider, then, the following tree as a possible candidate for the
underlying structure of (20-6):
(20-6d) „
and --S -
.
NP ^VP NP ''^ VP
! "^ ^ -x ' \
ap (NP'*^ V mSr NP V
'you' 'r "x i •!• / I \ I
Det S N jgnna Det S
,.
. N Kohna
/; I'p ' 'know' /\l+PRO ..i.'say'.
/ '. uIbSTRAC? ./ \!?;^BSTRACTJ
NP VP
NP VP
In this tree the left S represents the structure that would become a
relative clause, the right S that which would become the sentence's
main clause. The circled NP above the relative clause's S is thet which
could be pronominalised and referred to as us 'it' in the main clause.
Ihe reader may have noticed that while this was supposedly a performative
analysis, the matrix S for the restrictive relative is not
_! declare NP
but you know NP . This is no more than an approximation, and there may
be another occurrence of 1 declare above the you know NP sentence (there
probably is, in fact, if our intuitions about the meaning of this can
be trusted) . V/hat I wished to capture v/ith this structure, though, is
the observation that v?hat is contained in a restrictive relative is
the speaker' s presuppositions about the knowledge on the part of his
audience. The main clause, on the other hand, can be seen to be in the
form of an assertion. Something like this v;as suggested to me by
Michael Geis, who -v/rote in a paper coiriment to me (January 1971):
,.* if in S^ and S (a) S is presupposed and S^ is asserted.
A3
then Si is subordinate, (b) S-, and S^ are both asserted, we
get an appositive relative or two conjoined S's.
Appositives and full sentences could then be distinguished by something
like Postal's [+ Main] markings. If such a view is accepted, there
is then no need for ordering either sentence first in underlying structure.
Whichever occurred first underlyingly could occur first also in surface
structure--which is why I have tried, in general, to avoid using the
terms preposing and extraposing in this paper as these would claim that
one order were definitely the underlying one. Unfortunately, letting
the underlying order be either way would argue that sentences identical
except for the position of the relative clause would be unrelated--which
I do not believe. But neither can I see strict reasons why it should
not be possible for a presupposition to underlyingly occur in either
the left or the right position.
If such an analysis is correct, then how can the link of relatives
with determiners be accounted for, since relatives would no longer be
either daughter or sister adjoined to the determiner? One possible
way might be to suppose that the distant demonstrative is obligatorily
generated by the PS rules and then deleted in case its NP is specific
in reference. Cases of proper and possessed noiins, etc. that appear
normally to be fully specified, but which do take the demonstrative and
a following restrictive relative if they need more definite specification,
v;ould support such a view (for such an opinion about English determiners
see Postal n.d.:29)'
What can we now determine from evidence v;e have seen regarding •
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movement of jo and vah within their clauses? Note, first of all, that
the relative clause-initial structure apparently allows greater free-
dom of movement than does the sentence-final relative structure.
To illustrate this, we shall look at the judgments on sentence patterns
7 and 8, which were relative clause-initial, but with the relative pro-
noun occurring within the clause, not clause-initial. Pattern 7 was
considered the best pattern for one sentence and was cohsidered 'good'
six times; 8 was 'good' twice. Both were acceptable seven times and
specifically bad only three times. Contrast this with the situation
when the jo-clause was sentence-final. Patterns 2 iand U, in which the
jo-element occurs in 'natural' position in its clause, were never con-
sidered best—or even 'good'. Both were judged acceptable four times,
marginally acceptable once (S(l3)). And 2 was considered bad nine times;
k, six times. In general, these 'bad' sentences displayed the jo-element
occurring just before the verb.
If these are valid data, they would argue that if there is a rule
in the grammar that positions the relative clause, rather than its
arising from either the left or the right underlyingly, then any fronting
rule for the relative pronoun must occur in the grammar after the clause-
positioning rule. The greater freedom of movement in S-initial relative
clauses would suggest that the environment of the clause's position
be built into a io-fronting rule, making it optional if the clause were
S-initial and obligatory if it were S-final. However, this cannot be
correct, as we have acceptable sentences with the jo-element not clause-
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initial vjhen the relative clause is sentence-final. Therefore, the
rule could not be obligatory.
Examination and comparison of the sentences themselves indicates
that the crucial matter may instead be the occurrence of the shared noun
with the determiner -pronoun. Thus, when the jo-clause is S-initial,
the J-noun structure will automatically occur, preventing jo-Verb co-
demonstrative
occurrences. In the sentences from my data the^pronoun for the shared
noun in the sentences that were acceptable in patterns 7 and 8, but not
in patterns 2 and k, was frequently associated with a postposition and
thus also would not occur immediately before the verb. If the pronoun
were the relative and not the demonstrative, though, the sentences were
sometimes bad even when a postposition intervened between the pronoun
and the verb:
e.g. (5a-^) *s?Rjk p r gay Cclii jaa r.^-hii thii log jis p.j baiThe
r the
.
'
.
'street' 'on' 'cow' 'le going' 'people' 'which' 'on'
'are sitting'
Besides this, sentences with v-h just before the verb were sometimes
acceptable; consider (l3-8):
(13-8) mez par jo kele the ham ne ve Ivhaye
'table' 'on' 'which' 'bananas' 'were' 'v;e' 'them' 'ate'
'We ate the bananas which were on the table.'
These observations suggest a number of proposals. First, any
fronting rule seems to be concerned more v;ith jo than with y£h. Secondly,
we have noted that the constraint seems to be on preventing immediately
preverbal occurrences of the relative pronoun, rather than on guarantee-
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ing that it be clause-initial. As deletion of the identical noun from
the second clause could bring about such a co-occurrence, v;e might order
the fronting rule after that wEiich deletes the identical houn from its
occurrence in the second clause. If the demonstrative determiner is
generated automatically before all nouns by the P-S rules, then before
EQUI-NP deletion takes place, we will need a mechanism to look
at the clauses' structures for whether or not they are assertive or
presuppositions. If a clause is marked [-Main], and contains an NP
identical to one in the other clause, then there will, be a rule con-
verting vah to ^ before deletion of the second- occurring noun. If
there is a rule for positioning the relative clause within the sentence,
rather than its surfacing from its underlying position, this will be
an optional rule, and EQUI-NP deletion will occur after it. The dele-
tion rule will simply look at the linear order and delete the second of
tv;o identical HP's, leaving behind the determiner as a pronominal marker.
In the rule determining the position of the relative pronoun in
its clause what we want to state is that if jo^ plus an optional post-
position is seen to occur just before a verb, then it is moved to the
left over a variable. To accomplish this I propose the following tenta-
tive rule
SD: [s X-Y-jo (PP)--Z-Vs]
12 3 h 3
SC: 13 2 ii 5
Cond.: If 2 is 0, rule is obligatory; otherwise, optional.
Ul
Since X can be null, this can yield clause-initial position, as well
as others in the clause. Such a movement rule allows for the NP shared
with the main clause to be generated in its natural position by the
P-S rules, rather than being arbitrarily moved to the beginning of
the relative clause or for the ^ to be inserted at the beginning of
the clause.
IV.* Conclusion
While much remains inconclusive about generalizations to be gained
from this study, I think ue have seen our basic premise hold true, that
word order in Hindi is more restricted than in a thoroughly inflective
language, but at the same time more free than in a language which deter-
mines syntactic relationships solely from v/ord order. This greater free-
dom is exercised by the speaker in his choice of position with the S
for the relative clause, and in his choice of position within the clause
for the relative pronoun. Thfe former ability point to the role of the
speaker's own pvirpose in uttering the sentence: he can choose to specify
the reference
'
first, and then make an assertion about the thing referred
to; he can begin to make the assertion, interrupt himself to clarify the
reference, and then complete his assertion; or he can first make the
assertion and then clarify the reference. The second ability pointed
out, together with the prohibition of preverbal occurrences of the rela-
tive pronoun, has led me to believe in a rule of relative pronoun movement
that can transplant the relative pronoun from the position in which it
is generated by the P-S rules to elsewhere \dthin its clause. Moreover,
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it seems more profitable to think of these as having their source in
a conjoined structure than in an embedded one. Thus, if two clauses
share a noun phrase, and both are assertions, then one of two construc-
tions can occur. Either \ie can get a conjoined sentence, with obliga-
tory pronominalization in the second clause (e.g. us loRke ne nau baje
kutte ko dekha tha, aur das baje us ne billii delcha 'The boy had seen
the dog at nine o'clock, and he saw the cat at ten o'clock*)^ or one of
the clauses can become an appositive relative and be swooped under its
referential noun with subsequent deletion of the shared noun (e.g. us
laRke ne jisne nau ba.je kutte ko dekha tha , das baje billii ko de^ha
'The boy, who had seen the dog at nine o'clock, saw the cat at ten'--
the boy is here anaphoric to some previous mention in the discourse).
If, on the other hand, only one of two conjoined sentences sharing a noun
is assertive and the other is a presupposition, then the result is a
main clause v;ith an attached restrictive relative. It would be most
economical to say that one order of these clausis is basic and the other
derived^ but at this time I would hesitate to say that either the as-
serted clause or the presupposed one must necessarily precede the other
in underlying order. On intuition we might choose to say that the pre-
supposed clause comes first, simply as this is knovjn to the speaker
to be 'old knowledge' thrt is shared between him and the listener, whereas
the assertion vdll contain new information. However, if we have no
direct evidence and are only relying on hypotheses, we could also suppose
that the assertion precedes, to be followed by the clause that will be-
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come a defining restrictive relative, when the speaker realizes that
his listener will need more information in addition to what is contained
in the assertion. Obviously, this way lies nothing conclusive. While
we have seen that in a niunber of cases the relative-initial position
is preferred for reasons of clarity, there are other cases where main
clause-first order is preferred, and, additionally, when either seems
equally acceptable. Were one more obviously preferred to the other,
then the choice would be, clear : choose that order as basic and derive
the other from it, as this will involve the speaker in the least number
of steps more of the time. Then the preferred order would become the
.unmarJced case, the less natural order the marked case. Perhaps with
a larger corpus-, from actual spoken texts, rather than artificially
constructed examples, one order would be definitely preferred. However,
as my data have not shown this conclusively to be the case, I will
simply assume that the grammar contains the necessary mechanism for
moving the clause containing the presupposition to either sentence-
initial or post-main clause position from' v;herever it arises, and that
this movement can be vacuous in case the underlying order is that of the
surface manifestation.
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NOTES
^I am indebted to a number of people for their help with this
essay. First, I owe an inexpressible amount of gratitude to my advisor,
Yamiina Kachru, for having suggested the topic, and for her encourage-
ment, interest, and trust as I worked with it. Secondly, I acknowledge
my thanks to my infomants. Miss Amala Chakravarti, and Mrs. Vimala Mohan,
who both patiently sacrificed a good deal of valuable time in submitting
to my questioning. Miss Chakravarti Was my informant for an earlier
version of this paper, which dealt with Hindi relative clauses in general;
and Mrs. Mohan v/as the primary informant for the material involving
constituent movement. Finally, I thank my friends both inside and outside
the department for their interest and kindness (and frequently, sym-
pathy), which have given me the necessary impetus to work.
In transcription of the Hindi sentences I have used capital letters
to represent retroflex consonants, double vowels to stand for long
vov;els, an h follovang o consonant to represent aspiration, sh to stand
for"^, ai for^, and au for -,^. When quoting other authors, I have
simply adopted their transcription.
2
As generics sentences of this form are acceptable. But generics
are not anaphoric.
3HB = Hindi Base in Verma's notation.
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APPENDIX
(1) -ne verbs
Main-!-subj^
Rel.—subj.
1. vah IdBka mera choTa bhaii hai jo mere pas rahta hai.
'that' 'boy' 'my' 'little' 'brother' 'is' 'who' 'near me' 'lives'
*2, vah laRka mera choTa bhaii hai mere pas jo rahta hai.
*3. mera choTa bhaii vsh loRka hai jo mere pas rahta hai.
•»*4« mera choTa bhaii v8h laRlca hai mere pas jo rahta hai.
5. jo laHka mere pas rahta hai vah mera choTa bhaii hai.
*6. jo laRka mere pas rahta hai mera choTa bhaii vah hai.
7. mere pas jo laRka rohta hai vah mera choTa bhaii hai.
*8. mere pas jo laRka rahta hai mera choTa bhaii vah hai.
•The boy who is living with me is my' little brother.'
First reaction was that (l) was acceptable; (5) and (7) better. Then
decided that (l), {3), and (7) were equally good.
(2) -ne verbs
Main—subj.
Rel.—PPO
1. yah kal shant nahlJ hai jisme ham rahte haf.
'this' 'age' 'peaceful' 'not' 'is' 'which' 'in' 'we' 'live'
2. yah kal shant nahii hai ham jism? rahte hai.
3. shant yah kal nahtt hai jisme ham rahte hai.
A. shant yah kal nahii* hai ham jisme rahte hai.
5. jis kal me ham rahte haT yah shant nahii hai.
5-i
6. Jis kal me ham rahte hat shant yah nohfr hai.
7. ham jis kal me rahte haf yah shant nahTT hai.
8. ham jis kal m? rahte haT shant yah nahlt hai.
'This age in which we live is not peaceful.'
Mrs. Mohan wrote these sentences to express the thought:
a. jis samay me ham rahte haf vah shanti ka nahTT hai.
h. jis kal mg ham rahte hat vah shanti puurN nahfl hai.
c. yah kal jism? ham-.rahte hat shanti puurN nahil hai.
d. yah kal shanti puurN nahtr hai Jisme ham rahte hat,
(3) -ne verbs
Main—Sub j.
Rel.—Poss«
1* vah laRka klas me nahtf g^a jiskii yah kitab hai.
•that' 'boy' 'class' 'in' 'not' 'went' 'whose' 'this' 'book' 'is'
*2. vah laRka klas me nahJT gaya yah jiskii kitab hai.
3. (same as (l))
4. (same as (2))
5. jis laRke kii yah kitab hai vah klas me nahli gaya.
6. (same as (5))
7. yah jis laRke kii kitab hai vah klas me nah3T ggya. '.
8. (same as (7)) •
'The boy whose this book isfdidn't go to class.'
|_who owns this book
)
^5
(a) -ne verbs
Main—PPO
Rel.—subj.
1. pakshii us peR par baiTha tha jo nadii ke kinare par tha.
'bird' 'that' 'tree' 'on' 'was sitting' 'which* 'river's' 'bank*
'on' 'was'
^2. pakshii us peR par baiTha tha nadii ke kinare par jo tha.
3. us peR par pakshii baiTha tha jo nadii ke kinare par tha.
*A. us peR par pakshii baiTha tha nadii ke kinare par jo tha.
5. jo peR nadii ke kinare par tha pakshii us par baiTha tha.
6. jo peR nadii ke kinare par tha us par pakshii baiTha tha.
7. nadii ke kinare par jo peR tha pakshii us par baiTha tha.
8. nadii ke kinare par jo peR tha us par pakshii baiTha tha.
'The bird was sitting on the tree which was on the river bank.'
Mrs. Mohan's sentences: " '
a. jo peR nadii ke kinare par tha us par ciRiya baiThii thii.
b. ciRiya us peR par baiThii thii jo nadii ke kinare par tha.
(5a) -ne verbs
Main—PPO
Rel.—PPO
1. gay saRak par calii ja rahii thii jis par log baiThe hue the.
'cow' 'street' 'on' 'was going' 'which' 'on' 'people' 'were sitting'
2. gay saRak par calii ja rahii thii log jis par baiThe hue the.
3. saRak par gay calii ja rahii thii jis par log baiThe hue the.
*4. saRak par gay calii ja rahii thii log jis par baiThe hue the.
5. jis saRek par log baiThe hue the gay us par calii ja rahii thii.
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6. jis ssRak psr log baiThe hue the us par gay calii ja rahii thii.
7. log jis saR©k psr baiThe hue the gay us par calii je rahii thii.
8. log jis saRsk psr baiThe hue the us par gey calii ja rshii thii.
'The cow was walking on the street on vMch the people were sitting.'
Sentence (6) is better then (5)- (?) end (8) are acceptable.
Mrs. Mohan first interpreted the rel. clause as modifying gay 'cow,' then
wrote these sentences:
a. gay saRsk per ghuum rahii thii jis par log baiThe hue the.
b. jis saRak par log baiThe hue the us par gay ghuum rahii thii.
(5b) -ne verbs
Main—PPO
Rel.—PPO
1. pichle sal us makan in? shyam rahts tha, jism? ajkal ram rahta hai.
'last' 'year' 'that' 'house' 'in' 'Shyam' 'used to live' 'which' 'in'
'nowadays' 'Ram' 'lives'
2. pichle sal us meken m§ shyam rahta tha ajkal jismS ram rahta hai.
3. us makan me shyam pichle sal rahta tha jism? rem ajkal rahta hai.
4. us makan mS shyam pichle sal rahta tha ajksl rem jismS rahta hei.
5. jis makan m? ajkal ram rahts hai pichle sal usm? shyam rahta tha.
6. jis makan mS ajkal ram rahta hei usm? pichle sal shyam rahta tha.
T. ram ajkal jis' makan m? rahta hai shyam pichle sal usm§ rahta tha.
8. ram ejkal jis makan me rahta hai usmS shyam pichle sal rahta tha.
'Last year Sljyara used to live in the house in which Ram lives nowadays.'
Mrs. Mohan's sentences:
a. jis ghar m? shyam pichle sal rahta the) ajksl usmSlram rahta hai.
-. r^ ;
,
,
.
\usra? ajkalj
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b. ajkal jis ghar me ram rahta haijpichle sal usm?(shyam rahta tha.
( usm§ pichle salj
(6) -ne verbs
Main—PPO
Rel.—Poss,
1. kal mar us laRke ke sath havaii aDDe gaya Jiska bhaii a raha tha.
'yesterday' 'I' 'that' 'boy' 'with' 'airport' 'went' 'whose'
• brother' ' was coming .
'
2. (same as (l))
3. us laRke ke sath maf kal havaii aDDe gaya jiska bhaii a raha tha.
<4. (same as (3))
5. jis laRke ka bhaii a raha tha kal maf uske sath havaii aDDe gaya.
6. jis laRke ka bhaii a raha tha uske sath'^mat kal)havaii aDDe gaya.
I^kal matj
7. (same as (5))
8. (same as (6))
(sentence (5) is better than (6)).
•Yesterday I went to the airport with the boy ?i/hose brother was coming."
Mrs. Mohan's sentences:
a. kal mai us laRke ke sath havaii aDDe gaii jiska bhaii a raha tha.
(cf. (D)
b. jis laRke ka bhaii a raha tha kal maf uske sath havaii aDDe gaii.
(cf. (5))
(7) -ne verbs
Main
—
poss.
Rel.—subj.
1. us kisan ka paisa gayab ho gaya jo shahar m? baukhla gaya.
'that' 'peasant's' 'money' 'disappeared' 'who' 'city' 'in' 'became
confused*
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**2. us kLsan ka paisa gayab ho' gaya shahar mf jo bauMila gaya.
3. (same as (l))
A. (same as (2))
5. jo kisan shahar me baukhla gaya uska paisa gayab ho gaya.
6. (same as (5))
7. shahar me jo kisan baukhla gaya uska paisa gayab ho gay6«
8. (same as (?))
'The money of the peasant who became confused in the city disappeared.*
Mrs. Mohan's sentence:
us kisan ka paisa gayab ho gaya jo shahar m? akar bfeiukhie gaya*
Note that (5) is acceptable, but it emphasizes pea,gBtit v not n^onev . •
(8) -ne verbs
Main—Poss
Rel.—PPO
1. us makan kii battiyli jagmaga rahii thlf jisme ram rahta hai.
'that' 'house's' 'lights' 'were glittering' 'which' 'in' 'Ram' 'lives.'
2. us makan kii battiya jagmaga rahii thtST ram jism? rahta hai.
3. (same as (l))
4. (same as (2))
5. jis makan me ram rahta hai uskii battiylf jagmaga rahii thif.
6. (same as (5))
T. ram jis makan me rahta hai uskii battiy^ jagmaga rahii- thrt.
8. (same as (?))
'The lights of the house in which Ram lives were glittering.'
(l) is better than (2); (2) and (5) are acceptable; and (?) is accept-
able and chosen first.
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(9) -ne verbs
Main
—
poss.
Rel.
—
poss. (O/generic (sort of 'whoever')
1. kya ysh kslam bhii uskii hai Jiskii yah kitab hai?
'Q' 'this' 'pen' 'also' 'his' 'is' 'whose' 'this' 'book' 'is'
*2. kya yah kalam bhii uskii hai yah kitab jiskii hai?
*3. kya uskii yah kalam bhii hai jiskii yah kitab hai?
A* kya uskii yah kalam bhii hai yah kitab jiskii hai?
5. jiskii yah kitab hai kya yah kalam bhii uskii hai?
6. jiskii yah kitab hai kya uskii yah kalam bhii hai?
7. yah kitab jiskii hai kya yah kalam bhii uskii hai?
8. yah kitab jiskii hai kya uskii yah kalam bhii hai?
'Does this pen also belong to whoever owns this book?'
(l) is the best and in (A) .lis refers to kalam . ^ I )
(10)
Main~subj., +ne
Rel.—subj., -ne
1. us mariiz ne dava pii jo ravivar se aspatal m§ tha.
'that' 'patient' 'medicine' 'drank' 'who' 'Sunday' 'since*
•hospital' 'in' 'was'
*2. us mariiz ne dava pii ravivar se aspatal m§ jo tha.
3. (same as (l))
<4. (same as (2))
5. jo mariiz ravivar se aspatal me tha usne dava pii,
6. (same as (5))
7. ravivar se aspatal me jo mariiz tha usne dava pii.
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8. (same as (f))
'The patient who had been in the hospital since Sunday drank the medicine.'
Mrs. Mohan's sentences:
a. mariiz ne> jo itvar se aspatal rcM tha, dsva piii
b. mariiz ne dsva pii jo itvar se aspstal tss§ tha*
Time adverb must precede place adverb.
(11)
Maic~subj., +ne
Rel.—PPO, -ne
1. us admii ne apnii patnii ke liye ek saRii xsriidii jiske sath ram
bazar g^a.
'that' 'man' 'his own' 'wife' 'for' 'one' 'sari' 'bought' 'whom'
'with' 'Ram' 'bazaar' 'went'
2. us admii ne apnii- patnii ke liye ek saRii xariidii ram jiske sath
bazar gaya.
3. (same as (l))
<4, (same as (2))
5. jis admii ke sath ram bazar gaya usne apnii patnii ke liye ek
saRii xariidii, ' '.==• '
'
6. (same as (5))
7. ram jis admii ke sath bazar gaya usne apnii patnii ke liye ek
saRii xariidii.
8. (same as (?))
'The man with v/hom Ram went to the bazaar bought a sari for his wife.
(l) and (2) are acceptable, but (5) and (?) are more clear.
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(12)
Main—subj., +ne
Rel.
—
poss., -ne
1. dhobii ko us duukandar ne galii dii jiskii beTii merii sshelii hai.
•washerman' 'to' 'that' 'merchant' 'insult' 'gave' 'whose' 'daughter'
'my' 'friend' 'is'
2. dhobii ko us duukandar ne galii dii merii sshelii jiskii beTii hai.
3. us duukandar ne dhobii ko galii dii jiskii beTii merii sahelii hai.
4. us duukandar ne dhobii ko galii dii merii sahelii jiskii beTii hai.
5. jis duukandar kii beTii merii sahelii hai dhobii ko usne galii dii.
6. jis duukandar kii beTii merii sahelii hai usne dhobii ko galii dii.
7. merii sahelii jis duukandar kii beTii hai dhobii ko usne galii dii.
8. merii sahelii jis duukandar kii beTii hai usne dhobii ko galii dii.
'The merchant whose daughter is my friend insulted the dhobi.'
(2), (4), (7), and (S) are acceptable.
(U)
Main—DO, +ne
Rel.—PPO, -ne . . '.
1. hamne vah kursii dekhii jis par vashingTan baiThe the.
'we' 'that' 'chair' 'saw' 'which' 'on* 'Washington' 'had sat'
2. hamne vah kursii dekhii vashingTan jis par baiThe the.
3. vah kursii hamne dekhii jis par vashingTan baiThe. the.
4-. vah kursii hamne dekhii vashingTan jis par baiThe the.
5. jis kursii par vashingTan baiThe the hamne vah dekhii.
6. jis kursii par vashingTan baiThe the vah hamne dekhii.
7. vashingTan jis kursii par baiThe the hamne vah dekhii.
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8. vashingTan jis kursii par baiThe the vah hamne dekhii,
'We saw the chair in which V/ashington had sat.'
(15)
Main—DO, +116
Rel.
—
poss., -ne
1. unhSne us duukandar ko chala jiska nam singh hai.
'they' 'that' 'merchant' 'to' 'cheated' 'whose' 'name* 'Singh' 'is'
2. imhone us duukandar ko chala singh jiska nam hai.
3. us duiikandar ko unhSne chala jiska nam singh hai.
4. us duiikandar ko unhSne chala singh jiska nam hai.
5. jis duukandar ka nam singh hai unhSne use chala.
6. jis duukandar ka nam singh hai use unhone chala.
T. singh jis duultandar ka nam hai unhSne use chala.
8. singh jis duvikandar ka nam hai use unhone chala.
'They cheated the merchant whose name is Singh.'
(l) is the best; (2), {4), (5), (6), (7), and (8) are acceptable; . and
there is hardly any difference between (<4), (5), (6), (7), and (8).
(16)
Main~IO, +ne
Rel.—sub j., -ne
1. hamne us laRke ko yah bat bataii jo yaha khel raha tha,
'we' 'that' 'boy' 'to' 'this' 'thing' 'related' 'who' 'here'
•was playing'
2. hamne us laRke ko yah bat bataii yshS jo VneJ raha tha.
3. us laRke ko hamne yah bat bataii jo yob:"" idisl r-iha tha.
4. us laRke ko hamne yah bat bataii yah? jo khel raha tha.
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5. jo loRka yah^ khel raha the hamne use ysh bat bataii.
6. jo laRJsa yaM khel raha the use hamne yah bat bataii;
7. yahS jo laRka khel raha the hamne use yah bat bataii.
8. yaha jo laRka khel raha tha use hamne yah bat bataii.
'We told the thing to the boy who was playing here.'
(2), (3), (-4), (6), (7), and (8) are acceptable.
(17)
Main—10, +ne
Rel.—PPO, -ne
1. shikshak ne us chatr ko kagaz diya jisse javab aya tha.
'teacher' 'that' 'pupil' 'to' 'paper' 'gave' ' from whom' 'answer'
'had come'
2. shikshak ne us chatr ko kagaz diya javab jisse aya tha.
3. us chatr ko shikshak ne kagaz diya jisse javab aya tha,
A. us chatr ko shikshak ne kagaz diya javab jisse aya tha,
5. jis chatr ka javab aya tha shikshak ne use kagaz diya.
6. jis chatr ka javab aya tha use shikshak ne kagaz diya.
7. javab jis chatr se aya tha shikshak ne use kagaz diya.
8. javab jis chatr se aya tha use shikshak ne kagaz diya.
'The teacher gave the paper to the pupil from whom the answer had come.'
(l) and (2) are not very good sentences; in (5) and (6) the change is
from se to ka.
Mrs, Mohan's sentence:
a, shikshak ne us chatr ko kagaz diya jiska javab aya tha,
Mrs, Kachru' s sentence:
b. shikshak ne us chatr ko kagaz diya jisse use javab mila tha.
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On seeing Mrs. Kachru's sentence, Mrs, Mohan virrote the followingt
c, shikshak ne us vidyarthii ko kagez diya jisse use jsvab' a cuka tha,.
: mila tha. ;'
(18)
Main—10, +ne
Rel.—poss., -ne
1* usne us laRkii ko uphar diya jiske marks Sobse acche the.
'he' 'that' 'girl* 'to' 'prize' 'gave' 'whose' 'marks' 'all' 'from'
'good' 'were'
2. usne us laRkii ko uphar diya sabse scche jiske marks the. • ' •
3. us loRkii ko usne uphar diya jiske marks ssbse acche the.
4. us laRkii ko usne uphar diya sabse acche jiske marKS the.
5. jis laRkii ke marks sabse acche the usne use' uphar diya;.
6. jis laRkii ke marks sabse acche the use usne uphar diya.
*7. sabse acche jis laRkii ke marks the usne use uphar diya.
^8, sabse acche jis laRkii ke marks the use usne uphar diya.
'He gave the prize to the girl whose grades vrere the best.'
(3) and (5) have the clearest references; (5) is ambiguous; (?)
and (8) are acceptable to Mrs. Kachru, but the focus has changed.
(19)
Main—PPO, +ne
Rel.—subJ., -ne
1. hamne us ghaTna ke bare me batciit kii jo kal yahlT huii thii.
'we' 'that' 'incident' 'about' 'conversation' 'did' 'which'
'yesterday' 'here' 'happened'
2, hamne us ghaTna ke bare mS batciit kii kal yah? jo huii thii.
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3. us ghaTna ke bare m^ homne batciit kii jo ksl yaha huii thii.
4-. us ghaTna ke bare me hamne batciit kii kal yahSf Jo huii thii.
5. jo ghaTna kal yah^ huii thii uske bare me hanne batciit kii.
6. jo ghaTna kal yahS huii thii hamne uske bare me batciit kii.
T. kal yaha jo ghaTna huii thii uske bare me hamne batciit kii.
8. kal yahii jo ghaTna huii thii hamne uske bare me batciit kii.
'We talked about the incident which occurred here yesterday.
(20)
Main—PPO, +ne
Rel.—poss., -ne
la. mar ne us kisan ke bare me suna jisse paisa curaya gaya tha.
'I' 'that' 'peasant' 'about' 'heard' ' from whom' 'money' 'was stolen'
lb. mal ne us kisan ke bare me suna jiska paisa curaya gaya tha.
'I' 'that' 'peasant' 'about' 'heard' 'whose' 'money' 'was stolen'
2. (same as (lb))
3. us kisan ke bare me maT ne suna jiska paisa curaya gaya tha.
4. (same as (3))
5. Jis kisan ka paisa curaya gaya tha maST ne uske bare m? suna.-
6. jis kisan ka paisa curaya gaya tha uske bare me mat ne suna.
7. (same as (5))
8. (same as (6))
'I heard about the peasant from whom the money was stolen.'
intended meaning (as in (la)) but change in postposition makes it
'I heard about the peasant whose money was stolen.' (as in (lb))
(6) is ambiguous referring to incident or -peasant .
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(21)
Main~PPO, +ne
Rel,--pnss., -ne
1. kya apne us admii se batciit kii jiskii kar kol nahir cslii?
'Q' 'ynu' 'that' 'man' 'with' 'conversation' 'did' 'whose' 'car'
'yesterday' 'not' 'moved'
2. Iqra apne us admii se batciii kii kal jiskli kar nahll calii?
3. kya xia adiliii se apne batciit kii jiskii kar kal nahJIt calii?
4. kya us admii se apne batciit kii kal jiskii kai- nahlf calii?
5. jis admii kii kar kal nohit calii kya apne usse batciit kii?
6. jis admii kii kar kal nahrr calii kya usse apne batciit kii?
7- kal jis admii kii kar nahlf calii kya apne usse babciit kii?
8. kal- jis admii kii kar nah3T calii kya usse apne batciit kii?
'Did you converse with the man whose car did not start yesterday?' .
(1) is the clearest; (6) is better than (5); and (2), (3), (4), (7),
and (8) are acceptable.
(22)
Main—poss., +i^_
Rel.—subj., -ne •
1. us laRkii kii bahan am kha rahil hai jo kal yahS aii,
'that' 'girl's' 'sister' 'mango' 'is eating' 'who' 'yesterday' '<here'
' came'
2. us laRkii kii bahan am kha rahii hai kal yahS jo aii.
3. am us laRkii kii bahan kha rahii hai jo kal yahST aii.
A. am us laRkii kii bahan kha rahii hai kal yahi" jo aii.
*5. jo laRkii kal yahS aii am uskii bahan kha rahii hai.
6. jo laRkii kal yahS aii uskii bahan am kha rahii hai.
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*T. kal yaha jo laRkii aii em uskii "bahan kha rahii hai.
8. kal yaha jo laRkii aii uskii bahan am kha rahii hai.
'The sister of the girl who arrived here yesterday is eating the mango.'
(23)
Main
—
poss., +ne
Rel.~PPO, -ne
1. us laRkii ke dhobii ne (parishram se) mehnat kii jis par tel gira the.
•that' 'girl's' 'dhobi' 'hard work' 'did' 'whom' 'on' 'oil' 'had spilled'
2. us laRkii ke dhobii ne mehnat kii tel jis par gira tha.
|
3. (same as (l))
^. (same as (2))
5. jis laRkii par tel gira tha uske dhobii ne mehnat kii.
6. jis laRkii kii saRii par tel gira tha uske dhobii ne mehnat kii.
7. tel Jis laRkii par gira tha uske dhobii ne mehnat kii.
I
8. (same as (7))
'The dhobi of the girl on whom the oil had spilled worked hard.'
Because she said the sentence sounded to her as though the dhobi were
washing the girl, Mrs. MDhan added the sari reference in pattern (6).-
Because of redundancy the parishram se was deleted, and then there was
nothing to prepose in patterns (5) - (8). Therefore, Mrs. Kachru gave
me the following sentence with a PPhrase and a poss.:
a. us laRkii ke DakTar ne savdhanii se ilaj kiya jis par diivar girii thii.
'that' 'girl's' 'doctor' 'carefully' 'cure' 'did' 'whom' 'on' 'wall'
'had fallen'
'The doctor of the girl on whom the wall had fallen carefully performed
the cure.'
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Mrs. Mohan revised this to read as (b); and then on being told the
sentence I was searching for, composed (c) and (d):
b. \X3 IsRkii ka DakTar ne savdhanii se ilaj kiya jis par diivar girii thii»
'The doctor easily performed the cure of the girl on whom the wall had fallen.'
c. us laRke ke pita ne aspatfel boiane ke liye paisa diya Jo vahS khaRa tha,
'that* 'boy's' 'father' 'hospital" to build' ' fot' 'money' 'gave' 'who'
'there' *was standing'
'The father of the boy who was standing there gave money to build the
hospital*'
d. us laRkii ke pita ne aspatal banane ke liye paisa diya jisne niili
saRii pahnii hai.
'that' 'girl's' 'father' 'hospital' 'to build' 'for' 'money' 'gave'
' who' ' blue' ' sari ' ' wore
'
'The father of the girl who wore the blue sari gave money to build the
hospital.'
(2A)
Main
—
poss., +ne
Rel.
—
poss., -ne
1. is duukan se us laRkii ke pita ne phuul xariide jigkii shadii pichle
haftC' huii.
'this' 'shop' 'from' 'that' 'girl's' 'father' 'flowers' 'bought'
'whose' 'wedding' 'last' 'week' 'occurred'
2. is duukan se us laRkii ke pita ne phuul xariide pichle hafte jiskii
shadii hid.i.
3. us laRkii ke pita ne is duukan se phuul xariide jiskii shadii pichle
hafte huii.
A' us laRkii ke pita ne is duukan se phuul xariide pichle hafte Jiskii
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shadii huii.
5. jis laRMi kii shadii pichle hafte huii is durikan se uske pita ne
phuul xariide.
6. jis laRMi kii shadii pichle hafte huii uske pita ne is duukan se
phuul xariide.
7. pichle hafte. jis IsRkii kii shadii huii is duukan se uske pita ne
phuvil xariide.
8. pichle hafte jis laRkii kii shadii huii uske pita ne is duukan se
phuul xariide.
'The father of the girl v/hose wedding occurred last week bought the
flowers at this shop.'
Mrs. Mohan's sentences:
a. jis laRkii kii shadii pichle hafte. huii thii pita ne uske liye is
duukan se phuul xariide the,
b. pita ne us laRkii ke liye is duiikan se phuul xariide the jiskii
shadii pichle hafte hioii thii.
(25)
Main—subj., -ne
Rel.—subj., +ne
1. ravivar se aspatal m? mariiz tha jisne dava pii.
'Sunday' 'since' 'hospital' 'in' 'patient' 'was* 'who' 'medicine' 'dran]
2. ravivar se aspatal me mariiz tha dava jisne pii.
3. mariiz ravivar se aspatal me tha jisne dova pii.
4. mariiz ravivar se aspatal me tha dava jisne pii.
5. jis mariiz ne dava pii ravivar se aspatal me vah tha.
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6. Jis mariiz ne dava pii vah ravivar se aspatal m? tha;
7. dava Jis mariiz ne pii ravivar se aspatal me vah tha.
8. dava Jis mariiz ne pii vah ravivar se aspatal me tha.
'The patient who drank the medicine had been in the hospital since
Sunday.'
(26)
Main—PPO, -ne
Rel»--subj.> -fne
1. ram us admii ke sath bazar gaya Jisne apnii patnii ke liye ek
saRii xariidii.
'Ram' 'that' 'man' 'with' 'bazaar' 'went' 'who' 'his own' 'wife'
'for' 'a' 'sari' 'bought'
2. ram us admii ke sath bazar gaya apnii patnii ke liye Jisne ek
saRii xariidii,
3. us admii ke sath ram bazar gaya jisne apnii patnii ke liye ek
saRii xariidii.
*A' us admii ke sath ram bazar gaya apnii patnii ke liye ek saRii
xariidii.
5. jis admii ne apnii patnii ke liye ek saRii xariidii ram uske sath
bazar g^a.
6. jis admii ne apnii patnii ke liye ek saRii xariidii uske sath ram
bazar gaya,
7. apnii patnii ke liye jis admii ne ek saRii xariidii ram uske sath
bazar gaya,
8. apnii patnii ke liye jis admii ne ek saRii xariidii uske sath ram
bazar gaya.
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'Rem went to the bazaar with the man who bought a sari for his wife.'
In (l) .Us always refers to admii . and the ungr&flimaticality of (a)
is probably due to the inadvertent omission of jisne. The sentence
should read , . . .iisne ek saRii xariidii .
(27)
Main
—
poss., -ne
Rel.—sub J., +ne
1. merii sahelii us duukandar kii beTii hai jisne dhobii ko galii dii.
•my' 'friend' 'that' 'merchant's' 'daughter' 'is' 'who' 'dhobi' 'to'
'insult' 'gave'
2. merii sahelii us duukandar kii beTii hai dhobii ko jisne galii dii.
3. us duukandar kii beTii merii sahelii hai jisne dhobii ko galii dii.
J^. us duukandar kii beTii merii sahelii hai dhobii ko Jisne galii dii.
5. jis duukandar ne dhobii ko galii dii merii sahelii uskii beTii hai.
6. jis dutikandar ne dhobii ko galii dii uskii beTii merii sahelii hai.
7. dhobii ko jis duukandar ne galii dii merii sahelii uskii beTii hai.
8. dhobii ko jis duukandar ne galii dii uskii beTii merii sahelii hai.
'%• friend is the daughter of the merchant who berated/insulted the dhobi.'
Because the verb is copular, there is a change in predication when const-
ituent order is reversed:
'The daughter of the merchant who berated/insulted the dhobi is my friend.'
(28)
Main—subj., -ne
Rel.—DO, +ne
1. vah khilauna bacce ke hath me hai jo uskii nanii ne use diya,
'that' 'toy' 'child's' 'hand' 'in' 'is' 'which' 'his' 'grandmother'
'him' 'gave'
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*2. vah khilauna bacce ke hath n^ hai usMi nanii ne use Jo diya.
3. bacce ke hath m? vah khilavina hai jo uskii nanii ne use diya.
*<4, bacce ke hath me vah khilaiaia hai uskii nanii ne use Jo diya,
5. jo khila\jna bacce kii nanii ne use diya vah uske hath me hai,
6, jo khilaima bacce kii nanii ne use diya uske hath m? vaTi hai,
**7« bacce kii nanii ne use jo khilauna diya vah uske hath mf hai.
»8, bacce kii nanii ne vise jo khilauna diya uske hath me vah hai,
'The toy which his grandmother gave him is in the child's hand.'
(29) fne verbs
Main~subJ,
Rel.—poss.
1. bhals ko us laRkii ne thapthapaya jiska sab janvaro ne vishvas kiya,
'buffalo' 'that' 'girl' 'patted' 'whose' 'all' 'animals' 'trust', 'ilid'
*2. bhafs ko us laRkii ne thaptnapaya sab janvaro ne jiska vishvas kiya.
3. lis laRkii ne bhaSTs ko thapthapaya jiska sab janvaro ne vishvas kiya.
4. us laRkii ne bhaTs ko thapthapayc sab janvorS ne jiska vishvas kiya,
5. Jis laRkii ka sab Janvaro ne vishvas kiya bhals ko usne thapthapaya.
6. Jis laRkii ka sab janvarS ne vishvas kiya usne bhafs ko thapthapaya,
7. sab janvarS ne jis laRkii ka vishvas kiya bhals ko usne thapthapaya,
8. sab janvarS ne jis laRkii ka vishvas kiya usne bhafs ko thapthapaya.
'The girl whom all the animals trusted patted the buffalo,'
Mrs. Mohan's sentence:
us laRkii ne bhats ko thapthapaya jiska sab JanvarS ne vishvas kiy«.
(cf, (3)).
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(30) +ne verbs
Main—DO
Rel.—subj.
1. pulis ne us admii ko giraftar kiya jisne baink se paisa curaya tha.
'police' 'that' 'man' 'arrest' 'did' 'who' 'bank' 'from' 'money'
'had stolen'
2. pulis ne us admii ko giraftar kiya baink se jisne paisa curaya tha.
3. us admii ko pulis ne giraftar kiya jisne baink se paisa curaya tha.
4. us admii ko pulis ne giraftar kiya baink se jisne paisa curaya tha,
5. Us admii ne baink se paisa curaya tha pulis ne use giraftar kiya.
6. jis admii ne baink se paisa curaya tha use pulis ne giraftar kiya.
7. baink se jis admii ne paisa curaya tha pxilis ne use giraftar kiya.
8. baink se jis admii ne paisa curaya tha use pulis ne giraftar kiya.
'The police arrested the man who had stolen the money from the bank,'
(31) +ne verbs
Main—DO
Rel DO
1. mar ne vah kitab nahOT xariidii jo kal apne bataii,
'I* 'that' 'book' 'not' 'bought' 'v/hich' 'yesterday' 'you' 'related'
2. mar ne vah kitab nahli xariidii kal apne jo bataii.
3. vah kitab mal ne nahll xariidii jo kal apne bataii.
-4. vah kitab maf ne nahil xariidii kal apne jo bataii.
5. jo kitab apne kal bataii ma? ne vah nahaoT xariidii,
6. jo kitab apne kal bataii vah mal ne nahiiT xariidii.
7. apne jo kitab kal bataii mai ne vah nahii xariidii.
8. apne jo kitab kal bataii vah mal ne nahxi xariidii.
'I didn't buy the book which you told about yesterday.'
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Mrs. Mohan's sentence:
mar ne vah Idtab nahTI xariidii hai jiske bare m? apne kal bataya tha,
(32) milna
Main—DO
Rel—DO
1. shyam ko vah chatrvrittl nahtT mllii Jo ram ko ndlii.
'Shyam' 'to* 'that' 'scholarship' 'not* 'met' 'which' 'Ram' 'to' •met'
2. shyam ko vsh chatrvritti nahtT milli ram ko jo milii.
3. vah chatrvritti shyam ko nahxT milii jo ram ko milii.
-4. vah chatrvritti shyam ko nahlf milii ram ko jo milii.
5. jo chatrvritti ram ko milii vah shyam ko nahlT milii,
6. jo chatrvritti ram ko milii vah shyam ko nahir milii,
7. ram ko jo chatrvritti milii shyam ko vah nahlT milii.
8. ram ko jo chatrvritti milii vah shyam ko nahlf milii,
'Shyam didn't get the scholarship which Ram got.'
